A SMALL
WHITE GUILT
GUIDE
(FOR THOSE OF YOU WITH QUESTIONS YOU DON'T WANT TO ASK)
SEEDING
SOVEREIGNTY
WHY SHOULD YOU self-educate?

You would think enduring 500+ years of colonial violence at the hands of white people would be enough. Somehow it has become the burden of indigenous people to dedicate our platforms to educate white people about their ancestral history. We are tired of spending our precious energy to share resources that are already out there and readily accessible through a google search. Besides, a lot of us would like to pursue our passions, crafts, businesses, careers, families, and educations that exist beyond the realm of settler education. We are not at the disposal of settlers.

Considering you are standing, sitting, laying, or prancing around on land that is stolen and does not belong to you, it might be wise to learn why exactly you are here, and to learn the history of the land you are on. What indigenous nations occupied it prior to colonization, and which still do? Have you taken the time to reconcile with the amount of violence that has occurred where you reside? Have you located the indigenous organizations in your community who organize around sovereignty, mutual aid, sacred site protection, and liberation for our bodies, lands, languages, and lifeways? When do you plan to ask the indigenous peoples’ whose land you live on what support they need from you? Do you know indigenous people? Have you built meaningful (not tokenizing) relationships with indigenous people that are based on mutual respect and support?

If you are a white settler, then colonial history past, present, and future is your history. It’s time to learn it.

SEEDING SOVEREIGNTY
# Indigenous Literature

## Sci-Fi/Fantasy/Dystopia
- *The Marrow Thieves*, Cherie Dimaline
- *The Gilda Stories*, Jewelle Gomez
- *Full-Metal Indigiqueer*, Joshua Whitehead
- *Future Home of the Living God*, Louise Erdrich
- *Elatsoe*, Darcie Little Badger
- *Race to the Sun*, Rebecca Roanhorse
- *Moon of the Crusted Snow*, Waubgeshig Rice
- *Prism Stalker, Vol. 1*, Sloane Leong

## Non-Fiction/History/Biography
- *Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants*, by Robin Wall Kimmerer
- *An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States*, by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
- *Warrior Life, Indigenous Resistance and Resurgence*, by Pamela Palmater
- *Creole Indigeneity: Between Myth and Nation in the Caribbean*, by Shona N. Jackson
- *Crossing Waters, Crossing Worlds: The African Diaspora in Indian Country*, by Tiya Miles
- *Black Indian: A Memoir*, by Shonda Buchanan
- *The Beginning and End of Rape: Confronting Sexual Violence in Native America 3rd Ed.*, edited by Sarah Deer

---

*Seeding Sovereignty*
Indigenous brilliance!

EDUCATORS
- @abuelataughtme
- @indigenia
- @queernature
- @linda.black.elk
- @nativeapprops
- Dr. Francine Gachupin
- Dr. Priscilla Sanderson (@navajostomach)
- Dr. Carletta Chief
- @jacroessel
- @wiisaakowdewinini
- Dr. Carrie Nuva Joseph
- Dr. Christina M. Castro (@dr_xtinamarie)
- Dr. Ricky & Carly Camplain (@fullmoonbeading)
- @riseindigenous
- @phaggot.planet
- @madeleinewallace
- @shaneseanne
- @melaninmvskoke
- @threesisterscollective
- @insoliarityofficial

ARTISTS & CREATIVES
- @aziedee
- @jaida.l.greyeagle
- @heterogeneoushomosexual
- @artnerdforever
- @weshoyot
- @maybell.eequay
- @deidrapeaches
- @miaohki
- @indigenousvengeance
- @monique.aura
- @averian
- @glitteringworldgal
- @triciarainwaterart
- @itssoaakii
- @moe.butterfly.art
- @ishkwazhe
- @coffinbirth
- @youngmer
- @skidskunx
- @moongrrl1666
- @ndnfgggtmovement
- @haatzeedesigns
- @burmyart
- @bluecorncreations
- @ddayehunter
- @_gregballenger_
- @ndoivigil
- @darklistedphotography
TAKE ACTION!

- **Defend the Sacred AK** is protecting the arctic refuge, and caribou birthing grounds on unceded Inupiat Gwichin lands.
- **Wet’suwet’en/Gidimten/Unist’ot’en sovereignty** (Defending the yintah from fossil fuels and man camps)
- **RISE St. James in Louisiana** (fighting the Formosa Plastics in the Bayou)
- **Frack Outta BK - Brooklyn, New York** (stop National Grid from building toxic pipeline in BK)
- **Mi’kmaq Lobster/Fisherman** (asserting their treaty rights to hunt, fish, and gather on their unceded territories)
- **Defend O’odham Jewed** - Quitobaquito Springs, AZ - (Border defense and protection on O’odham lands)
- **Stop Line 3** - northern MN (protecting the Mississippi headwaters and all its tributaries, and the most pristine aquifers + wild rice beds in North America from fossil fuels)
- **Protect Greater Chaco** - New Mexico (protecting the Greater Chaco region from fracking and fossil fuels)
- **Protect Oak Flat** - San Carlos, Arizona (Preventing Rio Tinto from mining sacred sites with a years long prayer camp)
- **Shinnecock Sovereignty Camp** - Southampton, NY (month-long occupation of Shinnecock Nation’s aboriginal territory at Canoe Place)
- **Camp MniLuzahan** - Rapid City, SD (offering material aid and protection to unsheltered relatives in Oceti Sakowin)
- **Kumeyaay Defense Against the Wall** - Campo, CA - (Border defense and protection on Kumeyaay lands)
- **Housing is a human right.** @StreetwatchLA is intervening in the sweeps of unsheltered relatives on Tongva Land, supporting them with mutual aid, and helping unsheltered kin displaced by COVID reclaim vacant homes.
- **Tiny House Warriors** is defending unceded Secwepemc Territory from the Trans Mountain pipeline and man camps.

SUPPORT OUR WARRIORS

@twospiritwarriorqueen
@linda.black.elk
@netoeusqua
@luta_wi_303
@melina_miyowapan
@quannah.rose
@niriaalicia
@puuhuluhulu
@2braidzikwe
@reclaimandrebuildourcommunity
@kanahustattoos
@heterogeneoushomosexual
@afrobrujx
@nsrgnts
@ndn.o
@formerly_incarcerated_outdoors
@nikkilaes
@takaiya.blaney
@siiamhamilton
@phaggot.planet
@nativein_la
@malialia
@vonmahelona
@Zhaabowekwe
@giniwcollective
@pennieplant
@hehakawakanwin
@appearsinthemorningwoman
@annepspice
@iiycfamily
@indigequeers
FACE THE FUTURE MASKS

When you buy this mask, you donate one to the Indigenous youth AND contribute to Seeding Sovereignty’s ongoing mutual aid work! These masks are a collaboration between our Seeding Sovereignty, Suay Sew Shop & Born x Raised.

TO FIND YOUR FACE MASK AND GIVE ONE TO OUR INITIATIVE VISIT https://seedingsovereignty.org/face-the-future

SEEDING SOVEREIGNTY
"CAN I WEAR OR BUY INDIGENOUS ART?"

Also I get asked this a lot,
My creations are for 💖EVERYONE 💖

It is not appropriation to wear my jewelry. Being supported as a native artist means the world to me. Miigwech for those of you who have asked or wondered about this because it’s important to have these conversations and to check in with individual artists because everyone has different comfort levels which are all valid.

IMAGE AND WORDS BY: @maybell.eequay
SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY

INDIGENOUS BUSINESSES

@bisonstar
@reclaim_designz
@strikingstick
@itality_plantbased_wellness
@ms_savagerose
@haatzeedesigns
@emilykewageshit
@nsrgnts
@catherinebjewellery
@chiefladybird
@jaidas_beadwork
@__heartwork__
@mel.jr
@winstonpaul.co
@indigefemme
@maxkwikee.co
@skwalwenbotanicals
@ladyursus
@eagleplumephoto
@carsonvicentiart
@dynamitehillfarms
@crease_brand
@meekwatchman
@nanjemoyco
@lalobalocashares
@redplanetbnc
@daylight_mpatton
@spiderstitch
@art.by.karrot
@baron24m
@rainydawnortiz
@thesiouxchef
@korinaemmerich
@darklistedphotography
@brass_arrow
@props_and_glory
@onlychildhandicrafts
@hopesfrybread
@okuu.pin.studio
@kawaiakcreations
@ambar.ceramica
@skidskunx
@pahaantsoonaihte
@moon.ture
@eighthgeneration
@dommivera
@hozho_life
@art.of.ceeyah
@hozhokait
@aconav

FRIENDS WE STAN

@pot_la
@nonamereads
@suaysewshop
@mquanstudio
@geezlisse
@fck_la_migra
@undine.clara
@soulfirefarm
@ixvcoffee
@thewomanwhomarriedabear
@goingstag
@southcentralfarm
@britt.crow.designs
@adelinaxcruzart
@runningrivercollective
@bagelsflorals
@caramariepiazza
@brwngrlz
@survivalmedia
@blackandpinkabq
@abq_mutualaid
@loombound
@fruitleathershop
@perfumeracurandera
@skyhighfarmhudsonvalley
@luckyfishjann
@howlatme

SEEDING SOVEREIGNTY
SUPPORT KIN

@indigenouskinshipcollective
@riseindigenous
@dineaesthetics
@puebloactionalliance
@tewawomenunited
@TGRCNM
@CSVANW
@frontlinemedics
@indigenousyouthforwetsuweten
@indigeroots
@mariposafund
@rising_hearts
@redcircleproject
@iiyc.newmexico
@meztliprojects
@decolonizeunconference
@indigenouswomenrising
@nimiipuulandprotectors
@radicalmonarchs
@redhouseseries
@miwwhoismissing
@indigenouswomenhike
@Wetsuweten_checkpoint
@mniluzahancloudpatrol
@nativewomenwilderness
@Indigenouswomenclimb
@ip3action
@_Illuminatives
@indigenousrising
@ohneganos
@csvanw
@rezcondomtour
@ninagualinga
@grownupnavajo
@Indigenousclimateaction
@ndncollective
@indigenouspeoplesmovement

SUPPORT

SEEDING SOVEREIGNTY

OUR ORGANIZATION:

https://secure.acceptiva.com/?cst=66aaa5

Mutual aid work:
https://seedingsovereignty.org/community-care-fund

COVID Relief Indigenous Youth Skateboard Project:
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/resilient-indigenous-youth-mental-health-campaign/

the kakichihiwewin project:
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/the-kakichihiwewin-project/

Storytellers:
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/fund-native-lgbtqia-youth-jobs/